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ABSTRACT
This study aims to examine the potential differences between teacher evaluations and artificial intelligence (AI) tool-based assessment systems in university examinations. The research has evaluated a wide spectrum of exams including numerical and verbal course exams, exams with different assessment styles (project, test exam, traditional exam), and both theoretical and practical course exams. These exams were selected using a criterion sampling method and were analyzed using Bland-Altman Analysis and Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) analyses to assess how AI and teacher evaluations performed across a broad range. The research findings indicate that while there is a high level of proficiency between the total exam scores assessed by artificial intelligence and teacher evaluations; medium consistency was found in the evaluation of visually based exams, low consistency in video exams, high consistency in test exams, and low consistency in traditional exams. This research is crucial as it helps to identify specific areas where artificial intelligence can either complement or needs improvement in educational assessment, guiding the development of more accurate and fair evaluation tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Artificial Intelligence (AI) significantly contributes to educational processes, possessing the potential to enhance efficiency, productivity, and personalized learning experiences (Owivedi et al., 2021; Haseski, 2019). AI technologies allow educators to tailor teaching to meet individual student needs, enhance the learning environment, and gain deep insights into student performance (Yin, 2021). Through the automation of tasks, the creation of personalized learning programs, and the optimized use of data, AI facilitates more accurate knowledge acquisition and targeted educational outcomes (Hinojo-Lucena et al., 2019; Hua, 2022). Moreover, AI supports the development of students’ cognitive abilities, encourages creativity, maximizes resource utilization, and contributes to the overall advancement of teaching and learning (Jingshan, 2023). AI is also instrumental in the design of intelligent tutoring systems, enhancing learning outcomes across various academic subjects and educational levels (Dermeval et al., 2017). It enables the development of innovative teaching methodologies and curriculum designs, thus creating a more engaging and effective learning environment (Yang & Wang, 2020). Educators can use AI technologies to develop interactive and adaptive learning pathways that accommodate diverse student needs and learning styles (Tapalova & Zhiyenbayeva, 2022). In summary, the use of AI in education is crucial for adapting to rapid technological changes, transforming teaching methodologies, increasing student engagement, and ultimately enhancing teaching standards.

When integrated into measurement and evaluation processes in education, Artificial Intelligence (AI) offers numerous benefits. AI technologies can improve assessment and feedback mechanisms, thereby enhancing students’ learning outcomes (Mahligawati, 2023; Choi and McClennen, 2020). These technologies take on functions such as identifying students’ needs, providing instant feedback, and facilitating teacher intervention, which in turn boosts teaching effectiveness (Dindar et al., 2022). AI tools enable personalized instruction, efficient assessment, and timely feedback, significantly increasing students’ conceptual understanding, engagement, and motivation (Liu et al., 2020). AI-based assessment systems offer accurate and consistent feedback, saving educators time and increasing the effectiveness of the evaluation process (Harry, 2023). The role of AI in education, teaching, and learning processes has been recognized by pre-service teachers, indicating its potential to improve evaluation procedures (Haseski, 2019). The convergence of human and machine learning through AI presents the potential for more effective teaching and learning than could be achieved by humans or AI alone (Luan et al., 2020). However, it is crucial for educators to fulfill their responsibilities in exam evaluations. Human evaluations can vary due to personal preferences, experiences, and individual judgments, leading to inconsistencies in grading and feedback. Particularly in large classes, the time and effort required for manual evaluation can complicate the provision of timely and consistent feedback to students (Cañada et al., 2014). In this context, the role of AI in evaluation processes becomes even more critical as it helps to optimize educational practices, provide personalized feedback, and improve learning outcomes.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) can offer a viable alternative to overcome the limitations associated with self-assessment in examinations. The use of AI in analysing teaching materials and evaluations can enhance the accuracy and objectivity of the process, thereby reducing bias and subjectivity (Amin, 2020; Köse & Arslan, 2017). AI’s capability to efficiently and swiftly analyse large datasets enables educators to gain deeper insights into student learning outcomes and tailor educational strategies accordingly (Kazimov et al., 2021). Furthermore, AI helps maintain the integrity of exams and tests by detecting anomalies or irregularities (Amin, 2020;
Popenici & Kerr, 2017). The advancement of the underlying algorithms in artificial intelligence (AI) systems is among the significant factors affecting the ability of AI to make accurate and stable predictions. These algorithms enable the identification of patterns and relationships within datasets that are not apparent through traditional methods (Myszczynska et al., 2020). However, it is pertinent to discuss whether these AI algorithms produce consistent, reliable, and valid results. Numerous studies have emphasized the effectiveness of AI algorithms in enhancing the reliability of evaluations across various medical domains. For example, Keskinbora and Güven (2020) highlighted the use of AI algorithms in ophthalmology, particularly in diabetic retinopathy and age-related macular degeneration, demonstrating the reliability of AI in assisting with disease diagnosis. Additionally, Wang, Zhang, Wu and Wang (2021) illustrated the effectiveness of AI algorithms in multimodal MRI analysis for cervical cancer diagnosis, emphasizing the high diagnostic accuracy achieved through AI assistance. Chen, Chen and Lin (2020) discussed the components of AI education systems, highlighting the role of intelligent algorithms in improving teaching models and learner interactions. This underscores the potential for AI to enhance the validity and reliability of educational assessments by refining the assessment process. Furthermore, Zawacki-Richter, Marin, Bond and Goueneveur (2019) identified assessment and evaluation processes as critical areas for AI applications in higher education. Their systematic review emphasized the use of AI in profiling, prediction, and adaptive systems, showcasing the potential for AI to bolster the validity of evaluations through personalized and intelligent assessment approaches. Additionally, AI has shown potential in improving diagnostic accuracy, managing acute conditions, and even enhancing student presentation skills (Sandhu et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2022). In the context of high-stakes assessments in education and medicine, AI, particularly through neural networks and deep learning, is being utilized to ensure fair, valid, and reliable assessments for various purposes (Richardson & Clesham, 2021; Lee, Wu, Li & Kulasegaram, 2021). AI algorithms have been transforming the analysis, diagnosis, and treatment of medical conditions, emphasizing the need for medical professionals to not only use AI tools but also oversee and evaluate them to ensure safe integration into practice (Wiljer et al., 2021). Moreover, AI literacy among medical students and professionals is crucial for understanding and utilizing AI effectively in healthcare settings (Laupichler et al., 2024). The ethical implications of using AI in scoring assessments, especially in high-stakes situations, need to be carefully considered to ensure fairness and accuracy (Fiske, Henningsen & Buyx, 2019).

While AI shows promise in enhancing assessment processes, the accuracy and reliability of AI tools in grading assessments depend on factors such as data quality, the design of AI models, and the context in which they are applied (Elder et al., 2022). Evaluating the accuracy of AI models in providing clinical insights or grading student performance involves assessing factors such as accessibility, informativeness, and overall effectiveness (Ishaq & Sohail, 2023). Additionally, it has been suggested that integrating human intelligence with AI algorithms can increase the reliability of predictions in applications (Ed-Driouch, Gourraud, Dumas & Mars, 2022). One key factor in ensuring the reliability of AI algorithms is explainability. Gunning et al. (2019) emphasize the importance of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) to help users understand, trust, and effectively manage AI applications. Explainability enhances transparency and accountability in the process by allowing users to understand how AI makes decisions (Gunning et al., 2019). This transparency is critical for users to trust the outcomes provided by AI algorithms. Furthermore, the ethical implications of AI algorithms cannot be overlooked. Jobin and lenca (2019) highlight the global landscape of AI ethical guidelines, emphasizing the importance of transparency and ethical evaluations in the development and implementation of AI systems. Ethical guidelines play a vital role in ensuring the responsible use of AI algorithms and in guaranteeing that the results they provide are reliable and unbiased (Jobin & lenca, 2019).

Specifically, AI applications in the form of automated assessment and tutoring tools use machine learning and natural language processing to evaluate students’ work and provide timely feedback (Bai & Stede, 2022). These tools aim to reduce the workload on teachers and offer immediate feedback to students, thereby enhancing the learning process (Tubino & Adachi, 2022). Additionally, AI models that incorporate generative adversarial networks and attention mechanisms help predict students’ attitudes and behaviours in the classroom, assisting teachers in understanding student performance and engagement through data analysis (Zhao & Song, 2022). Compared to self-evaluation by teachers, AI-based evaluation systems provide advantages of objectivity, consistency, efficiency, and scalability.

While the integration of AI into educational assessment processes offers numerous benefits, addressing concerns related to data privacy, security, and ethical issues is crucial. AI tools can analyze large datasets to identify patterns and trends in student performance, which assists educators in making data-driven decisions and interventions (Parapadakis, 2020). However, potential biases in algorithms, a lack of transparency in decision-making processes, and the possibility of errors in automated assessments raise questions about the accuracy and fairness of AI-supported evaluations (Yu & Yu, 2023). Educators can use the power of AI to improve evaluation processes while maintaining ethical standards and ensuring student safety (Collins et al., 2021). While AI can automate aspects of feedback provision, research highlights the importance of integrating human expertise with AI tools for comprehensive feedback, underscoring the potential for AI-human collaboration in education (Nguyen, 2023).

The objectivity and fairness of educational processes, particularly in the evaluation of exam papers, play a critical role in accurately measuring academic success and shaping students’ career paths. However, significant inconsistencies exist among current educational evaluation methods. Assessments made by instructors can vary due to subjective biases and personal interpretations, which complicates the objective evaluation of student performance and adversely affects the quality of education (Cañada et al., 2014). Artificial Intelligence (AI) holds great promise for transforming teaching processes by enhancing student achievement, providing personalized learning experiences, and improving educators’ efficiency (Dwivedi et al., 2021; Haseski, 2019). While AI-based assessment systems can offer objective and consistent feedback through the analysis of large datasets, they also face inherent issues such as algorithmic biases and a lack of transparency (Yu & Yu, 2023). Studies have shown that AI tools can provide accurate and understandable suggestions (Liu et al., 2023). However, the usefulness, acceptance, and validity of these suggestions may vary. Therefore, the degree of consistency in using generative AI tools for assessment purposes, compared to expert evaluations, may depend on the specific context, the nature of the assessment tasks, and the level of expertise required for evaluation. The reliability of AI in scoring assessments has not yet been fully
validated by experimental data in some contexts (Kawaji et al., 2019).

Therefore, identifying potential discrepancies and alignments between instructor evaluations and AI tools is crucial for understanding how these technologies can be more effectively utilized in education. The compatibility between the scores given by instructors and those generated by AI tools has not been sufficiently explored. Instructor evaluations are prone to variability influenced by subjective factors, such as biases or personal expectations. On the other hand, AI-based evaluation tools promise to provide an objective framework through specific algorithms and datasets. Thus, examining the relationship between these two evaluation methods is essential for ensuring fairness and objectivity in education.

2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

Starting from this point; the fundamental goal of this study is to identify the consistencies and potential discrepancies between the scores given by instructors and artificial intelligence tools on exam papers across various formats. This research evaluates exam papers in classical, testing, project, video, and poster formats. The following questions are addressed within this scope:

1. What is the level of consistency between the scores obtained from artificial intelligence tools and instructor evaluations for university students’ exam papers across different types of exams (traditional, test, project – video/poster)?

2. What is the level of consistency between the scores obtained from artificial intelligence tools and instructor evaluations for university students’ project-based assessments?

3. What is the level of consistency between the scores obtained from artificial intelligence tools and instructor evaluations for university students’ exams? tests?

4. What is the level of consistency between the scores obtained from artificial intelligence tools and instructor evaluations for university students’ traditional exams?

3 SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY

The fundamental goal of this research is critically important as it aims to bridge the gap between traditional educational assessment methods and innovative artificial intelligence (AI) technologies. By examining the consistencies and discrepancies between the scores given by instructors and AI tools across various exam formats—such as classical tests, projects, videos, and posters—this study seeks to validate the reliability and accuracy of AI in educational settings. Investigating these consistencies across different types of assessments (traditional, project-based, tests, and traditional exams) is essential to understand how AI can be effectively integrated to complement and enhance the traditional evaluation processes. This research is pivotal in advancing educational assessment by potentially offering more objective and consistent evaluations compared to the subjective assessments often associated with human graders. Additionally, by exploring how AI evaluations align with human judgments across diverse educational formats, the study will provide valuable insights into customizing AI tools for varied educational purposes, thereby supporting more personalized and effective learning experiences for university students. This alignment check could revolutionize educational practices by ensuring fairer and more accurate assessments, ultimately improving learning outcomes and educational equity.

4 METHOD

4.1 Research Design

The study aims to assess the alignment and potential misalignments between evaluations conducted by instructors and artificial intelligence systems. A cross-sectional research design has been chosen to achieve this objective. This design allows for cross-sectional analyses on data collected from different sample groups within a specific timeframe, facilitating the examination of relationships and differences among variables (Babbie, 2016). This design is particularly effective when the research needs to occur at a single point in time, referred to as a "cross-section."

Several reasons underlie the selection of this design. Firstly, it permits the simultaneous examination of multiple variables, such as the assessment scores from both instructors and artificial intelligence tools. Secondly, the cross-sectional design provides a framework suitable for the collection and analysis of quantitative data, which in turn supports the application of statistical analyses to effectively explore the relationships between variables. Lastly, employing a cross-sectional design allows the research to be conducted in a practical and cost-effective manner, as the data collection process is confined to a single period (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). Additionally, the ability to simultaneously investigate multiple variables makes this design particularly apt for studies examining the relationships and differences between various assessment methods.

4.2 Data Collection Methods

The exam papers analyzed in this research include a variety of formats and originate from different academic departments at the university. This diversity offers a unique opportunity to compare how instructors and artificial intelligence (AI) tools evaluate multidisciplinary student work, particularly in terms of how AI processes and integrates information from different disciplines. Such a comparison is crucial for assessing the support and promotion capacities of AI tools and instructors within multidisciplinary approaches. Therefore, the inclusion of various exam formats was deemed essential in this study, rather than focusing on a single format. The selection criteria for the different types of exams considered are outlined below:

1. Numerical and Verbal Course Exams: The study encompasses exams that assess both numerical and verbal abilities, as these exams evaluate different cognitive and problem-solving skills (Pellegrino & Quellmalz, 2010). Understanding how AI and instructors assess these diverse skills is vital.

2. Exams Featuring Open-ended Questions: Open-ended questions allow students to demonstrate their knowledge and understanding in detail (Brookhart, 2018). Evaluating these types of questions is crucial for observing how instructors and AI analyze unique responses. In this study, classical exams consist of open-ended questions.

3. Multiple-choice Tests: These exams measure students’ knowledge quickly and objectively (Haladyna, Downing, & Rodriguez, 2002). This format is where AI excels, making
it suitable for comparing the evaluation processes of instructors and AI.

4) **Project-based Exams:** These exams assess students’ abilities to conduct in-depth research and solve complex problems (Thomas, 2000). They are used to analyze how instructors and AI evaluate creativity and problem-solving strategies.

5) **Exams Submitted in Visual Formats:** Visual materials, especially in subjects like art and design, assess students' creativity and technical skills (Eisner, 2002). Such exams are crucial for showcasing AI's capacity to analyze visual content and the differences in evaluations between AI and instructors.

6) **Video-based Exams:** Particularly in communication and performance arts courses, these exams evaluate students' presentation skills and creativity (Dyment & O’Connell, 2011). They provide an opportunity to examine how both instructors and AI assess non-verbal communication and performance.

7) **Exams from Various Disciplines:** Including exams from different disciplines broadens the scope of the study and shows how instructors and AI evaluate knowledge and skills across various fields (Becher & Trowler, 2001). This diversity is essential for understanding the interdisciplinary differences in evaluation processes.

8) **Practical and Theoretical Course Exams:** Practical exams evaluate how students apply their practical skills in labs, fieldwork, or studio work, showcasing how they integrate theoretical knowledge into practical applications (Freeman et al., 2014). Theoretical exams, on the other hand, measure how well students understand the concepts, theories, and principles within a specific discipline. Both types of exams provide significant insights into how instructors and AI assess student achievement.

The formats and distributions of the exams evaluated in this study are detailed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exam Format</th>
<th>Description of Exam Type</th>
<th>Relevant Course</th>
<th>Number of Question Types</th>
<th>Number of Percentage</th>
<th>Cumulative %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classical Exams</td>
<td>Exams; assessing knowledge and understanding of a specific course or topic</td>
<td>Ottoman Modernization of Movements</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exams; requiring technical knowledge</td>
<td>included technical questions in fields like engineering, science, and mathematics</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exams; featuring objective types such as multiple choice and true/false</td>
<td>Robotic Engineering and Open Drawings Course</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Exams</td>
<td>Distance and Open Learning exam</td>
<td>Composed of multiple-choice test questions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verbal and Numerical Course Exams;</td>
<td>includes open-ended questions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Projects or research in video format</td>
<td>Composed of multiple-choice test questions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Exams (Video)</td>
<td>Game Development with Machine Learning</td>
<td>Includes a video of the development and gaming steps</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Projects or research in video format</td>
<td>Includes a video of the development and gaming steps</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Exams (Poster)</td>
<td>Composing with visual and textual content in a poster.</td>
<td>Includes a video of the development and gaming steps</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Distribution and Characteristics of Evaluated Exam Papers

Upon reviewing Table 1, it is evident that classical exams are the most frequent, comprising 36.4% of the data analyzed, followed by test exams at 16.1%. Project exams presented in video format involve 18 students and make up 15.3% of the exams, while project exams in poster format are the second most common type, involving 38 students and constituting 32.2% of the total. This table illustrates the diverse assessment methods and their distribution among the student population, providing a comprehensive overview of the examination formats evaluated in this study.

4.3 **Data Analysis**

This section is divided into two main parts. The first part discusses the scoring criteria used by instructors and the characteristics of the respective exams, while the second part provides examples of
prompts and plugins used in the artificial intelligence assessment of the exam papers.

4.3.1. Instructor Assessment Process

A total of 118 exam papers from various courses were reviewed and scored by six evaluators, whose academic ranks range from Associate Professor to Professor. These evaluators are faculty members responsible for designing and teaching the course content, each possessing extensive experience and expertise in their respective fields. The scores for each exam were assigned on a scale from 0 to 100, with 0 being the lowest possible score and 100 the highest. The process by which instructors evaluate the exams includes specific examples of questions and the criteria for assessment, which are detailed, and examples given below (table 2).

**Examination of Classical Question-Based Tests**

**Theoretical Exam:** Course: Ottoman Modernization History  
**Example Question:** What term was used to denote political power in the Göktürk Empire?

**Assessment Criteria:** The answer must explicitly mention that the term "Kut" was used to describe political power in the Göktürk Empire. Explanation should detail that "Kut" represents the belief in ancient Turkic culture, that sovereigns were divinely appointed, receiving legitimacy and protection from the gods. Provide examples or explanations of how the "Kut" concept was employed during the Göktürk era, such as during enthronement ceremonies of a Khagan, illustrating the ritualistic aspects of the "Kut" concept. Discuss how the "Kut" influenced political authority, e.g., by enhancing a ruler's legitimacy or by increasing the ruler's authority among the populace and nobility. Analyze how governance and the notion of rulership in Göktürk were intertwined with the "Kut" concept.

**Technical Exam:** Course: Technical Engineering Drawings  
**Example Question:** Produce parallel and chain dimensioning drawings using the specified software.

**Assessment Criteria:** The drawings should be performed flawlessly and included in the exam paper with all necessary explanations provided.

**Examination of Test Question-Based Exams**

**Verbal Course Exam:** Course: Open and Distance Learning  
**Example Questions:**

- [Multiple choice question about the significance of "Kut" in Göktürk Empire]
- [Essay question about the influence of "Kut" on Göktürk governance]

**Numerical Course Exam:** Course: Arduino and Robotics Applications  
**Example Questions:**

- [Multiple choice question about components of an Arduino board]
- [Essay question about programming principles in Arduino]

**Project Evaluation/ Poster Examination:** Course: Instructional Technologies  
**Assessment Criteria and Guidelines:**  
**Relevance to Selected Days and Weeks (20 Points)**  
- 0-5 Points: The day or week chosen is unrelated to the subject area, and is inadequate information provided.
- 5-10 Points: The day or week chosen is slightly relevant, but minimal information is offered.
- 10-15 Points: The day or week chosen is moderately appropriate, and sufficient information is provided.
- 15-20 Points: The day or week chosen is highly relevant, and comprehensive information is provided.

** Appropriateness of Images Used (20 Points)**  
- 0-5 Points: Images are irrelevant to the topic and/or of poor quality.
- 5-10 Points: Images are somewhat relevant with moderate quality.
- 10-15 Points: Images are appropriate and of high quality.
- 15-20 Points: Images are very appropriate and of superior quality.

**Color Coordination (20 Points)**  
- 0-5 Points: Colors do not harmonize with each other or the topic.
- 5-10 Points: Colors are somewhat harmonious.
- 10-15 Points: Colors generally harmonize well.
- 15-20 Points: Colors are perfectly harmonious and enhance the subject matter.

**Typography and Size (20 Points)**  
- 0-5 Points: The font size is too small or too large and/or hard to read.
- 5-10 Points: The font size is readable but could be optimized.
- 10-15 Points: The font size is appropriate and readable.
- 15-20 Points: The font choice is excellent, both aesthetically and in terms of readability.

**Overall Aesthetic and Appearance (20 Points)**  
- 0-5 Points: The poster is not visually appealing and is disorganized.
- 5-10 Points: The poster is slightly disorganized with some disorganization.
- 10-15 Points: The poster is aesthetically pleasing and well organized.
- 15-20 Points: The poster is highly aesthetic and all elements are perfectly integrated.

**Project Evaluation/ Video Examination:** Course: Game Development using Machine Learning  
**Example:** Creating a video that outlines the development steps in a game design project using machine learning.

**Assessment Criteria and Guidelines:**  
**Alignment with Learning Outcomes (25 Points):** Evaluate how well the project study meets the defined learning outcomes or objectives.
- 0-5 Points: Little to no relevance to the learning outcomes.
- 5-10 Points: Partially meets the learning outcomes, but with several deficiencies.
- 10-15 Points: Covers most of the learning outcomes, good level of alignment.
- 15-20 Points: Fully meets all the learning outcomes, excellent coverage.

**Usage and Explanation of Code (25 Points):** Assess the use of programming codes within the project and how these codes are explained.
- 0-5 Points: No use of code or no information provided about the codes.
- 5-10 Points: Codes are used but not enough information is provided about their usage.
- 10-15 Points: Good use of code; detailed information about the codes is partially provided.
- 15-20 Points: Excellent use of code; detailed and clear explanations about how the codes are used.

** Appropriateness of Visual Design (25 Points):** Evaluate how suitable the visual elements (colors, shapes, fonts, etc.) are for the purpose and content of the project.
- 0-5 Points: The visual design is not suitable for the purpose of the project.
- 5-10 Points: The design is somewhat appropriate but has significant disorganization.
- 10-15 Points: The visual design is mostly appropriate and organized.
- 15-20 Points: The visual design is completely appropriate and aesthetically flawless.

**Aesthetics and Playability (25 Points):** Assess the aesthetic appeal and the ease of use for players or users.
- 0-5 Points: Neither aesthetic nor playful.
- 5-10 Points: Somewhat aesthetic and/or has playability issues.
- 10-15 Points: Good level of aesthetics and playability.
- 15-20 Points: Very aesthetic and has excellent playability.
4.3.2. Evaluation by Artificial Intelligence Tools

Artificial intelligence tools, specifically the latest language model developed by OpenAI, ChatGPT-4, along with various plugins, were employed in the evaluation process of the exams. This model is considered a significant advancement in the fields of artificial intelligence and natural language processing (NLP), reputed for its superior comprehension and language production capabilities compared to its predecessors. Studies have also benchmarked ChatGPT-4 against the earlier version, ChatGPT-3.5, in evaluations such as the Ophthalmology Knowledge Assessment Program (OKAP) examination, where it demonstrated enhanced performance (Teebagy et al., 2023). Trained on large datasets, ChatGPT-4 can generate natural and human-like texts across a broad range of topics. It holds the potential to transform academic and library sciences in various ways, offering novel opportunities for educational and research settings (Lund & Wang, 2023). In this context, ChatGPT-4 was directly utilized for grading classical exams and tests, while its “Web Search” plugin was used for poster evaluations. The “Web Search” tool can gather information from internet links and perform visual analysis using the infrastructure of ChatGPT-4. For video content evaluations, the “Video Summarizer” plugin of ChatGPT-4 was chosen. This plugin allows for the transcription and subsequent analysis of video content from platforms such as YouTube. The assessment process primarily leveraged the natural language processing capabilities of ChatGPT-4.

During the evaluation processes, the use of artificial intelligence (AI)-based tools played a crucial role in examining the exam papers. Initially, students’ exam papers were introduced to the AI system, which then conducted assessments based on provided instructions. The prompts used in the AI-supported evaluation process were reviewed by experts in education to ensure they accurately measured the students’ knowledge and skills in alignment with curriculum goals and learning outcomes. These instructions were designed to establish a general framework for assessment rather than specific details, allowing the AI tools to develop and apply their own assessment criteria. Based on these criteria, the AI assigned scores on a 100-point scale for each student’s exam paper. The resulting data were subsequently categorized and analyzed in Microsoft Excel for further analysis and comparison. This categorization considered the varying assessment criteria and AI plugins used, depending on the type of exam. For example, specific AI plugins that best met the assessment criteria for exams in different disciplines, such as mathematics and literature, were selected and applied. These plugins were chosen and implemented to meet the unique requirements of each exam type. Details of the evaluation process and the analysis of the collected data are presented in the appendices of the study. Below are the prompts used in the evaluation process and examples of a few assessment outcomes:

**Evaluation of Classical Exams Comprising Theoretical and Technical Questions:** The ChatGPT-4 was utilized to assess exams containing classical questions. An example question, the corresponding prompt, and the evaluation by ChatGPT-4 are provided below.

**Course Software Used:** Chat GPT 4

**Prompt:** Before starting the evaluation process, please assess each student’s answers individually based on the following criteria. Each question can be awarded a maximum of 20 points, with the total score for the entire exam not exceeding 100 points. The assessment criteria are as follows:

- **Content of the Answer (10 Points)**
  - Comprehensive and Complete Answer (8-10 Points): The question is fully and correctly answered, covering all relevant key points.
  - Adequate but Incomplete Answer (5-7 Points): The question is partially answered, missing some key information.
  - Insufficient, Incorrect, or Irrelevant Answer (0-4 Points): The answer is inadequate, contains little information, or includes incorrect details.

- **Depth and Detail of the Answer (5 Points)**
  - Rich Content and Deep Analysis (4-5 Points): The answer provides a detailed discussion of the topic, supported by examples and explanations.
  - Moderate Detail and Analysis (2-3 Points): There are some explanations and examples, but more detail could be added.
  - Superficial and Minimal Detail (0-1 Point): The answer is superficial, lacking in detail and examples.

- **Use of Language and Expression (5 Points)**
  - Flawless Language Use (4-5 Points): There are no spelling, grammar, or punctuation errors; the response is fluid and comprehensible.
  - Understandable but Grammatically Incorrect Language (2-3 Points): There are some errors in language use, but the answer is understandable.
  - Numerous Grammatical Errors and Difficult to Understand (0-1 Point): There are extensive spelling and grammar mistakes, making the answer hard to understand.

**Implementation Instructions:**

- Upload each student’s answers separately.
- Score each answer according to the criteria outlined above.
- Record the scores and use them to provide feedback to students.

**Evaluation Results**

- **Question 1. The Role of Proverbs in Uyghur Education History:**
  - Mastery of Subject: 4/4; Clarity and Detailing: 3/4; Creativity and Originality: 3/4; Organization and Presentation: 4/4; Grammar and Spelling: ¾;

- **Question 2. Rules of the Manichaean Religion:**
  - Mastery of Subject: 4/4; Clarity and Detailing: ¾; Creativity and Originality: ¾; Organization and Presentation: ¾; Grammar and Spelling: 3/4

- **Question 3. Characteristics and Duties of Göktürk Khagans:**
  - Mastery of Subject: 4/4; Clarity and Detailing: 4/4; Creativity and Originality: 4/4; Organization and Presentation: ¾; Grammar and Spelling: 3/4

- **Question 4. Political Power in the Göktürk Empire:**
  - Mastery of Subject: 4/4; Clarity and Detailing: ¾; Creativity and Originality: ¾; Organization and Presentation: ¾; Grammar and Spelling: 3/4

- **Question 5. Dietary Practices in Hun Society:**
  - Mastery of Subject: 4/4; Clarity and Detailing: 4/4; Creativity and Originality: ¾; Organization and Presentation: ¾; Grammar and Spelling: 3/4

**Total Score for Student 1: 83/100**
Evaluation of Exams Comprising Test Questions Using ChatGPT-4. For the evaluation of verbal and numerical course exams, ChatGPT-4 has been utilized. Below is an example question, the associated prompt used for AI evaluation, and the outcomes based on ChatGPT-4’s assessment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Open and Distance Learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software Used</td>
<td>Chat GPT 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prompt</td>
<td>Control Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I-II-III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>... (other questions and responses)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evaluation of Student Answers:**
Each student's answer sheet will be uploaded. ChatGPT will compare each given answer to the correct answer. Each correct answer will earn the student 5 points. After all questions have been evaluated, the total score for each student will be calculated.

**Evaluation Results:**

```python
# Student answers from the previous input = [ 'id1': ['d', 'a', 'd', 'd', 'c', 'b', 'e', 'e', 'c', 'c'], 'id2': ['d', 'b', 'd', 'd', 'c', 'b', 'a', 'e', 'e', 'c'], 'id3': ['c', 'a', 'd', 'd', 'c', 'e', 'a', 'e', 'e', 'c'], 'id4': ['d', 'a', 'd', 'a', 'c', 'b', 'a', 'e', 'e', 'c'], ]

# Correct answers provided just now by the user
correct_answers_updated = [ 'd', 'a', 'd', 'd', 'c', 'b', 'a', 'e', 'e', 'c']

# Now let's re-calculate the scores for each student with the updated correct answers
```

**Evaluation of Project Exams.** Project exams have been evaluated in two different formats. For the evaluation of visuals (posters), the "Web Search" plugin of GPT-4 was utilized. GPT-4’s “Web Search” plugin combines AI’s natural language processing capabilities with the ability to search information on the internet, allowing it to instantly generate answers to user queries from the web. In the context of project exams, the information on the posters created by students is verified online using the "Web Search" plugin. This process involves comparing historical data, statistical figures, and scientific claims found on the posters with reliable sources to ensure the information is current and accurate, thereby validating the sources’ authenticity.

**Evaluation Method:**
Assign points ranging from 0 to 20 for each criterion.
Sum the points to calculate the overall score for the poster.

**Evaluation Results:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation criteria</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Aesthetic and Appearance (20 Points)</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Appropriateness (20 Points)</td>
<td>12/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance of Images (20 Points)</td>
<td>18/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Day/Week Selection and Information (20 Points)</td>
<td>15/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font Type and Size (20 Points)</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other details related to the event</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall? Are the design elements well integrated?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the poster contain sufficient information about the chosen day or week?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are the presented details accurate and comprehensive?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are the images relevant to the topic and of standard visual quality?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there harmony among the colors used in the poster?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do the colors create a visual unity?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the font type and size legible and aesthetically pleasing?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do the texts support the visual design?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Aesthetic and Appearance (20 Points)</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The poster aesthetically pleasing and visually appealing overall?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are the design elements well integrated?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another evaluation was conducted through video submissions, utilizing the “Video Summarize” plugin. This tool is designed to efficiently analyse student video assignments and assign a score out of 100 based on predefined criteria. By providing concise summaries of the main topics, key points, and instructional content, the plugin enables educators and evaluators to objectively assess the video content. This ensures that each video assignment is graded according to the established criteria. Below are the details of the video evaluation process, including the prompt used and the assessment by Chat GPT 4.

**Evaluation Criteria and Scoring Method:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation criteria</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Aesthetic and Appearance of the Video Content (20 Points)</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Appropriateness (20 Points)</td>
<td>12/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance of Images (20 Points)</td>
<td>18/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Day/Week Selection and Information (20 Points)</td>
<td>15/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font Type and Size (20 Points)</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other details related to the event</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall? Are the design elements well integrated?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the poster contain sufficient information about the chosen day or week?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are the presented details accurate and comprehensive?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are the images relevant to the topic and of standard visual quality?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there harmony among the colors used in the poster?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do the colors create a visual unity?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the font type and size legible and aesthetically pleasing?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do the texts support the visual design?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Aesthetic and Appearance (20 Points)</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The poster aesthetically pleasing and visually appealing overall?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are the design elements well integrated?</td>
<td>16/20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Well done!
1. Alignment with Educational Objectives (25 Points): Assess how well the game meets the educational objectives. How integrated is the game content with the teaching goals and outcomes?

2. Code Usage and Information Provision (25 Points): Check whether the game development involved coding and programming techniques and if these were explained. Does the video provide sufficient explanation about the use of code?

3. Visual Design (25 Points): Evaluate the game’s visual design considering the professionalism, quality of graphics, and visual coherence. Are the visuals consistent with the overall theme and purpose of the game?

4. Aesthetics and Playability (25 Points): Consider the aesthetic appeal and user experience of the game. Is the game easy to understand and does it have high playability?

**Video Review and Scoring:**

Watch the game video using the provided link: [Game Video Link]

Evaluate each criterion within the specified scoring range.

Assign points from 0 to 25 for each criterion based on performance.

Calculate the total score for the video by summing the points.

**Alignment with Educational Objectives (25 Points):**

The video showcases an interactive game that teaches English language structures concerning animals and likes/dislikes. The game clearly targets specific educational outcomes, justifying a full score: 25/25.

**Code Usage and Information Provision (25 Points):**

The narrator explains how student responses to in-game questions are evaluated and how feedback (sounds) is adjusted based on correct or incorrect answers. The coding aspect of the game is thoroughly detailed, meriting a full score: 25/25.

**Visual Design (25 Points):**

The visual design is structured to maintain student engagement and is appropriate for educational purposes. However, detailed information on graphical aspects and color harmony is lacking, making it difficult to award full points: 20/25.

**Aesthetics and Playability (25 Points):**

The video demonstrates that the game is aesthetically simple and understandable. It is designed to be highly playable and to encourage user interaction, offering a functional and user-friendly design: 25/25.

**Total Score:** 95/100

This game provides an interactive learning experience targeting specific English language outcomes. The coding aspects are comprehensively covered, and auditory feedback mechanisms reinforce learning with correct responses. The visual design and playability are appealing to students. The only minor drawback is the lack of detailed information on graphical elements and color harmony, which slightly lowers the overall score.

### 4.4 Data Analysis

During the data analysis phase, two distinct statistical methods were utilized to thoroughly examine the students’ exam results and to measure the consistency of the scores provided by both artificial intelligence and human evaluators. These methods are the Bland-Altman analysis (Bland & Altman, 1986) and the Interclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). Selected for their relevance to the research questions and their inherent advantages, these analytical approaches provided a comprehensive assessment of the exam results. The Bland-Altman analysis is used to evaluate the agreement between two different measurement methods. It graphically represents the consistency between measurements by calculating the mean difference between methods and the limits of agreement (mean ± 1.96 SD) (Bland & Altman, 1986). In this study, the Bland-Altman analysis was employed to graphically assess the concordance between the scores from AI and human evaluators. This method was chosen specifically for its ability to visualize the magnitude of differences and their distribution relative to the measurement range.

The Interclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) analysis provides a quantitative assessment of the agreement or consistency between two or more measurements. An ICC value closer to 1 indicates greater agreement (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). In this research, ICC analysis was used to quantitatively measure the consistency of scoring between AI and human evaluators. The rationale for selecting ICC analysis lies in its capacity to provide a definitive measure of the reliability and consistency of different evaluation methods.

Both analytical methods were applied across overall scores and for individual types of exams, facilitating the evaluation of both general agreement and specific agreement relative to different exam types. The application of these analyses highlighted potential discrepancies and consistencies between AI and human scores, thereby providing valuable insights into the objectivity and reliability of the evaluation processes.

**Validity and Reliability:** Validity in research refers to whether the measurement instruments accurately measure the concepts they are intended to measure. In this study, to enhance validity, two critical strategies-content validity and construct validity—were implemented. Regarding content validity, the prompts used in the AI-supported evaluation process were meticulously reviewed by experienced educational experts. This review ensured that the prompts accurately measured students’ knowledge and skills in alignment with curriculum objectives and learning outcomes. Construct validity was supported by the breadth of analyses across various exam types and the comprehensive scope of the evaluation process. Hence, instead of focusing on a single type of exam, different formats were analysed both individually and collectively to ensure a broad-based assessment.

Reliability refers to the consistency of a study’s results and its ability to produce similar outcomes upon repetition. To ensure reliability in this study, three main approaches were followed: internal consistency, test-retest reliability, and inter-rater reliability. Internal consistency was assessed through multiple evaluations of the same set of exams using AI, comparing the scores to evaluate the consistency of the AI evaluations. Moreover, the reliability of the results was secured by employing two different analytical techniques. Inter-rater reliability was examined by comparing the scores assigned by human evaluators and AI, measuring the level of agreement and objectivity of the evaluation process.

The implementation of these methodological approaches was critical to ensuring that the research produced reliable and valid results, thereby confidently addressing the research questions with consistent and trustworthy findings.

## 5 FINDINGS

(1) What is the level of consistency between the scores obtained from artificial intelligence tools and instructor evaluations for university students’ exam papers across different types of exams (traditional, test, project – video/poster)?

In the initial phase of the research, a detailed examination of the differences between scores given by artificial intelligence tools and human evaluators on all exam papers was conducted. The Bland-Altman analysis was employed to analyse these differences, and
the results are presented in Table 3, with the corresponding graph displayed in Figure 1.

![Bland-Altman Plot](image)

Figure 1: The Bland-Altman Plot

Examination of Table 3 reveals that the estimated average difference is 5.415, indicating that scores from AI tools are, on average, 5.415 units higher than those given by human evaluators. The calculated 95% confidence interval for this difference ranges from 3.072 to 7.578, suggesting a statistically significant bias between the two measurement methods as this interval does not include zero (Bland & Altman, 1986). The lower agreement limit is -19.772 with a 95% confidence interval between -23.787 and -15.756, and the upper agreement limit is 30.602, with its confidence interval ranging from 26.587 to 34.617. These limits indicate the potential range of differences in the worst and best-case scenarios, respectively. The breadth of these bias and agreement limits is an important indicator of the substantial individual variation that might exist between measurements. The graph analysis shows that most differences lie within the blue band, suggesting a general agreement. The presence of several data points just above and below the central band where differences cluster indicates that the limits of consistency are being tested in some measurements. Overall, the graph suggests that while the measurement methods generally produce consistent results, there are points of inconsistency that may require more careful analysis.

To further test the intensity and significance of the observed consistency, the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) analysis was performed, and the results are documented in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bias (n = 118)</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Upper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-1.048</td>
<td>3.684</td>
<td>1.048</td>
<td>6.321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Bland-Altman analysis for all exams

According to Table 4, the reported ICC value for single measures is 0.527, which indicates moderate consistency, typically considered within the range of 0.41 to 0.60. The ICC for average measures is 0.690, suggesting high consistency, usually denoted by values between 0.61 and 0.80. The 95% confidence intervals for these measurements range from 0.383 to 0.646 for Single Measures and from 0.554 to 0.785 for Average Measures, further validating the reliability of these ICC values. The F-test produced a value of 3.225 with a p-value <0.001, demonstrating that the consistency between the measurements is statistically significantly different from zero. The Cronbach's Alpha value found was 0.690, indicating a high level of internal consistency.

These findings suggest that the scores from AI tools and human evaluators are moderately consistent, highlighting the effectiveness of integrating artificial intelligence in evaluation processes while also pointing to areas where human oversight remains crucial.

(2) What is the level of consistency between the scores obtained from artificial intelligence tools and instructor evaluations for university students’ project-based assessments?

In the research process, the consistency of scores within each type of exam was also compared. As part of these analyses, the distribution and consistency of scores from poster evaluations were examined. The Bland-Altman analysis was applied for these assessments, and the results are displayed in Table 5, with the corresponding graph shown in Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bias (n = 38)</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Upper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-12.036</td>
<td>-16.582</td>
<td>-7.491</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.036</td>
<td>11.036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Intraclass Correlation Coefficient results for all exam papers

Table 5. Bland-Altman analysis for poster exams

The analysis in Table 5 indicates that the average difference (bias) between the two measurement methods is 3.684, suggesting that one method typically measures an average of 3.684 units higher or lower than the other. The 95% confidence interval for this average difference is set between 1.048 and 6.321, which indicates a high level of confidence that the average difference lies within this range. The graph shows that most differences between the two measurement methods fall within the blue zone, indicating good agreement between them. Data points above the green line represent larger than expected positive differences, while those below the red line indicate larger than expected negative differences. This graphical representation demonstrates the overall
alignment and areas of significant deviation between the measurement methods.

To further test the significance and strength of the observed agreement, results from the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) analysis are provided in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Intraclass Correlation</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>.451†</td>
<td>.158 to .671</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>.622†</td>
<td>.272 to .803</td>
<td>.622</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Intraclass Correlation Coefficient results for poster exams

Reviewing Table 6, the single measurement ICC value calculated using ICC is 0.451, which points to moderate consistency between the measurements (Koo & Li, 2016). From a broader perspective, the ICC for average measurements is found to be 0.622, indicating a good level of consistency. The 95% confidence intervals for these measurements range from 0.158 to 0.671 for single measurements and from 0.272 to 0.803 for average measurements; these intervals support the reliability of the ICC values and their statistical significance from zero. The p-values for both single and average measurements are calculated as 0.002, further substantiating that the findings are statistically significant. The Cronbach’s Alpha value is determined to be 0.622, reflecting a moderate level of internal consistency and general correlation among the items within the scale (Cronbach, 1951).

These results indicate that there is moderate consistency between AI-generated scores and human evaluator scores in poster assessments, although not perfect. The findings underscore the potential for AI tools in assessment processes while also highlighting the importance of careful statistical analysis to understand the extents and limits of this technology in educational settings.

The evaluation of video exams used the Bland-Altman analysis to study the distribution and consistency of scores obtained. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 7, and the corresponding graphical representation is shown in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F Test with True Value</th>
<th>df1</th>
<th>df2</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Measures</td>
<td>2.644</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Measures</td>
<td>2.644</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Bland-Altman analysis for video exams

Figure 3: The Bland-Altman Plot

Table 7 reveals that the average difference (bias) between the two measurement methods is -2.500, indicating that, on average, instructor evaluations are 2.500 units lower than those made by artificial intelligence tools. The analysis of agreement limits shows that the lowest difference is -28.225, with a 95% confidence interval ranging from -39.593 to -16.857; the highest difference is 23.225, with a 95% confidence interval from 11.857 to 34.593. These values delineate the potential range of differences under the worst and best-case scenarios respectively, illustrating the extent to which the two measurement methods might diverge. The fact that the confidence interval of the average difference includes zero suggests there may not be significant bias between the two methods, although the broad range of agreement limits indicates significant individual variability in measurements. These findings from the Bland-Altman analysis (Bland & Altman, 1986) suggest that significant discrepancies can exist under certain conditions, necessitating careful consideration of the suitability of these methods. The Bland-Altman plot indicates that most differences cluster within the blue band, signifying generally good agreement between measurements. However, several data points in the upper green and lower red bands highlight the presence of notable outliers, suggesting some measurement exceed the limits of agreement and could be considered potential outliers, which might require re-evaluation of the measurement methods used.

To further test the significance and extent of consistency identified in the Bland-Altman analysis, results from the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) analysis are presented in Table 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F Test with True Value</th>
<th>df1</th>
<th>df2</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Measures</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Measures</td>
<td>.438</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Intraclass Correlation Coefficient results for video exams

Analysis of Table 8 shows that the ICC value for single measurements is 0.281, indicating low consistency as values generally between 0.00 and 0.40 are considered low (Koo & Li, 2016). The ICC for average measurements is 0.438, showing some...
improvement in consistency but still not reaching the ideal level. The wide 95% confidence intervals for both measurements include zero, suggesting the ICC values do not achieve statistical significance. The F-test value is 1.780 with a p-value of 0.122, indicating that the consistency measurements are not statistically significant from zero. The Cronbach's Alpha value of 0.438 indicates low internal consistency within the scale, typically values above 0.7 are deemed acceptable (Cronbach, 1951). These results demonstrate very low consistency between AI tools and instructor scores in video evaluations, highlighting significant challenges in achieving reliable assessment outcomes in this context.

4. What is the level of consistency between the scores obtained from artificial intelligence tools and instructor evaluations for university students’ tests? In the assessment of standardized tests, the Bland-Altman methodology was employed to analyse the distribution and consistency of the scores obtained. The results of this study are detailed in Table 9 and the corresponding graph is shown in Figure 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Upper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bias (n = 19)</td>
<td>-0.789</td>
<td>-2.632</td>
<td>1.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower limit of agreement</td>
<td>-8.284</td>
<td>-11.490</td>
<td>-5.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper limit of agreement</td>
<td>6.705</td>
<td>3.498</td>
<td>9.911</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. Bland-Altman analysis for test exams

Figure 4. The Bland-Altman Plot

According to Table 9, the average difference (bias) between the two measurement methods is -0.789, indicating that instructor scoring is, on average, approximately 0.789 units lower than AI scoring. This negative value suggests that the first measurement method generally yields lower results compared to the second. The analysis of agreement limits reveals that the lowest difference is -8.284, with a 95% confidence interval between -11.490 and -5.077; and the highest difference is 6.705, with a 95% confidence interval between 3.498 and 9.911. These figures indicate that differences between the two measurement methods can range from as low as 8.284 units less to as high as 6.705 units more in the worst and best-case scenarios, respectively. The analysis of confidence intervals and agreement limits, while showing potential significant differences between methods, also suggests that these differences are not statistically significant as the confidence interval for the average difference includes zero. The Bland-Altman plot illustrates that the majority of data points fall within the blue band, indicating good overall agreement between the two measurement methods. However, the presence of a few data points in the upper green and lower red bands indicates that some individual measurements fall outside the acceptable limits of agreement, highlighting potential outliers. This suggests that the measurement methods might need to be reviewed in some cases. The overall trend of the graph indicates that although the measurement methods are largely consistent, caution is needed for potential extreme values.

Furthermore, to test the degree of consistency and significance of the data, results from the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) analysis are presented in Table 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Upper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bias (n = 43)</td>
<td>13.000</td>
<td>8.420</td>
<td>17.580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower limit of agreement</td>
<td>-16.169</td>
<td>-24.057</td>
<td>-8.280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper limit of agreement</td>
<td>42.169</td>
<td>34.280</td>
<td>50.057</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10. Intraclass Correlation Coefficient results for test exams

The ICC value for single measurements, as shown in Table 10, is 0.962, indicating an extremely high level of consistency, which is considered excellent by standard criteria (Koo & Li, 2016). The ICC for average measurements is even higher at 0.980, suggesting nearly perfect agreement among multiple measurements. The F-test results, with an F value of 51.120 and a p-value of 0.000, confirm that the consistency between measurements is not by chance and is statistically highly significant (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). The Cronbach's Alpha value calculated at 0.980 indicates almost perfect internal consistency within the scale, supporting that the items within the measurement tool are highly consistent and well-correlated; typically, values above 0.7 are accepted as an adequate level of internal consistency (Cronbach, 1951).

These findings demonstrate a high degree of consistency between the scores from AI tools and instructor evaluations, underscoring the reliability of integrating AI in educational assessment practices.

4. What is the level of consistency between the scores obtained from artificial intelligence tools and instructor evaluations for university students' traditional exams? The Bland-Altman analysis was utilized to investigate the distribution and consistency of the scores derived from classical exams. The findings from this analysis are detailed in Table 11, and a visual summary of the evaluation results is provided in Figure 5.
Evaluating the evaluators: A comparative study of AI and teacher assessments in Higher Education

Upon reviewing Table 11, it is noted that the average difference between the two measurement methods is 13 units, indicating that AI tools typically award higher scores than human evaluators by an average of 13 units. This significant positive mean difference suggests a noticeable systemic bias in the measurements. He analysis of agreement limits shows that the range of differences between the two methods can be as low as -16.169 (with a 95% confidence interval between -24.057 and -8.280) and as high as 42.169 (with a 95% confidence interval between 34.280 and 50.057). These wide limits indicate substantial variance in the differences between measurements (Bland & Altman, 1986). Furthermore, most data points in the Bland-Altman plot fall within the blue band, suggesting that the differences between measurements generally remain within acceptable limits. However, some data points that lie within the upper green and lower red bands indicate that certain measurements exceed these limits, potentially signaling problematic evaluations.

Following this analysis, the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) analysis was conducted to test the degree of consistency and significance of the data, with the results presented in Table 12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICC Correlation</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
<th>F Test with True Value</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Measures</td>
<td>0.12, 0.41</td>
<td>1.2, 4, 4, 2, 0.2</td>
<td>0.227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Measures</td>
<td>0.22, 0.58</td>
<td>1.2, 4, 4, 2, 0.2</td>
<td>0.227</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ICC value for single measurements stands at 0.128, indicating low consistency; this suggests a statistically significant lack of harmony between the measurements. According to the classification by Koo and Li (2016), values between 0.00 and 0.40 are considered to show low consistency, and our findings fall within this range. The ICC for average measurements, though slightly higher, is still low at 0.227. The confidence intervals for both measurements-0.176 to 0.410 for Single Measures and -0.427 to 0.581 for Average Measures-include zero, meaning the ICC values do not achieve statistical significance. Additionally, the F value of 1.294 and a p-value of 0.204 for both measurements indicate that the results are not statistically significant. The Cronbach’s Alpha value of 0.227 also points to low internal consistency within the measurement tool, considerably lower than the generally accepted threshold of 0.7 and above (Cronbach, 1951).

In summary, there is low consistency between the scores from AI tools and human evaluators in the evaluation of classical exams, highlighting significant discrepancies that warrant further investigation.

6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This study aimed to test the consistency of scores derived from various exam formats (classical, test, and project - video, poster) assessed by both artificial intelligence tools and human evaluators among university students. Initially, all exam types were evaluated collectively, and both Bland-Altman and ICC tests indicated a moderate to high level of consistency between the two sets of scores. In an era where AI-based assessment systems are increasingly utilized in education, demonstrating the alignment of these systems with human evaluations is of critical importance. This study has shown a general concordance between AI and human evaluations, though some individual differences exist. According to the literature, such differences could stem from the inherent nature of the assessment methods (Giavarina, 2015). The consistency between AI and human evaluations suggests that AI-based assessment systems can be effectively used in education. AI technologies offer significant opportunities to enhance the assessment process for educators by providing automated grading, personalized feedback, and data-driven insights (González-Calatravy, Prendes-Espinosa, & Roig-Vila, 2021; Zhai & Nehm, 2023). These tools can simplify the evaluation process and allow teachers to focus more on teaching strategies and student support (Celik, Dindar, Muukkonen, & Järvelä, 2022). AI-based assessment systems could assist teachers in identifying individual student needs and customizing instruction accordingly (Celik et al., 2022). However, the individual differences highlighted by the research indicate that AI evaluations might not always replace teacher assessments. These systems could be further developed or used to support educators. By leveraging AI technologies, teachers can enhance the effectiveness of their assessment strategies and promote student learning outcomes (Mahligawati, Allanas, Butarbutar & Nordin, 2023). For AI to be effectively used in educational assessments, it is necessary to ensure consistency between AI and human evaluations, as well as to diversify assessment criteria and comprehensively examine individual student performance. AI systems have high potential to ensure objectivity and consistency; however, limitations exist, particularly in reflecting subjective assessment elements (Zhou & Shen, 2018). The benefits and potential limitations of using AI in education should be considered, along with the importance of human intervention when necessary.

During the research, separate evaluations for different exam types were conducted. It was observed that AI generally awarded higher scores than human evaluations in image-based exams, but both displayed moderate to high consistency. AI software has made significant advancements in image analysis across various fields. For instance, in detecting diabetic retinopathy, an AI-based diagnostic system achieved 87.2% sensitivity and 90.7% specificity, surpassing established superiority thresholds (Abramoff et al., 2018). Similarly, deep learning models have shown impressive area under the curve (AUC) values ranging from 0.864 to 0.937 in diagnosing lung nodules or lung cancer through imaging techniques such as chest X-rays or CT scans (Aggarwal et al., 2021). In the field of phenomics, the integration of machine and deep learning has significantly enhanced data collection and analysis efficiency, improving image analysis processes (Nabiwre et al., 2021). The moderate to high consistency between teacher scores and AI evaluation scores may be attributed to the success
in image processing. These successful outcomes suggest that AI could be an effective tool in exam evaluations, particularly in assessments involving visual data, where AI tools can ensure objective and consistent analysis of exam papers.

This study has observed low consistency between instructor scores and AI scores in video format exam evaluations. These findings suggest that Artificial Intelligence may have certain limitations in assessing student performance in exams conducted in video format. In particular, the low consistency and negative bias between AI and instructor evaluations reflect the challenges faced by AI systems in evaluating such complex and visual materials. Despite advancements in educational technologies that have improved AI's capability to analyse and understand visual content (Abrámoff, Lavin, Birch, Shah, & Folk, 2018; Aggarwal et al., 2021; Hung, Montalvao, Tanaka, Kawai, & Bornstein, 2020), this study indicates that AI may not fully replace the insight and assessment capabilities of human evaluators, especially in complex tasks like student performance evaluations in video formats. AI technologies could help educators embrace AI-supported assessment tools in e-learning, providing insights into the effectiveness and usability of these educational innovations (Sánchez-Prieto, Cruz-Benito, Therón, & García-PeñalvoPrieto, 2019). However, the results show that for AI to be more effective in these evaluations, there needs to be further development in the complexity of algorithms and the assessment of visual materials.

In contrast, an excellent level of agreement has been observed between instructor scores and AI scores in test exams. These findings demonstrate the effectiveness and reliability of using Artificial Intelligence in the educational sector, particularly in the format of test exams. AI evaluations are known to ensure objectivity and consistency, particularly in standardized tests. However, this technology also has limitations in assessing subjective elements. Research aligned with these findings suggests that AI-based systems can offer immediate feedback to students and reduce educators' workload, providing effective and accurate grading mechanisms (Qu, Zhao & Xie, 2022; Lübke, 2023). Additionally, AI can facilitate the automation of assessment processes, thus enhancing consistency and objectivity in evaluations (Lübke, 2023). The high level of consistency between AI and instructor evaluations suggests that AI can be a reliable tool in test exam formats.

Lastly, the findings reveal a significant mismatch in the classic exam format between AI and instructor scores. Despite AI's strength in evaluating objective responses, it may have limitations in more nuanced and subjective assessment scenarios typical of classical exams. This issue persists despite advancements in fields like Natural Language Processing (NLP), where AI has made significant strides. AI's success in NLP has been notable in areas such as computer vision, problem-solving, and language understanding (Blankenship, 2023; Hamal & Faddoul, 2022). High-performance AI question-answer systems have surpassed human abilities in automated language processing (Hamal & Faddoul, 2022). Yet, the complexity of natural languages, syntactic intricacies, and semantic ambiguities continue to pose challenges (Choi, 2014). The mismatch in classical exams might stem from AI systems' limited ability to fully comprehend the nuances and subjectivities across different languages.

### 6.1 Limitations and Recommendations

This study has examined the relationship between AI and instructor scores in exam paper evaluations, highlighting the potential and limitations of AI use in education. The findings provide valuable insights into how AI systems can be effectively used alongside instructors in educational assessment processes and may serve as a basis for future research to further develop these systems. The research was conducted using a single AI software; using various AI tools could diversify assessment outcomes and strengthen the validity of the findings. Therefore, future studies are recommended to use multiple AI tools for a more comprehensive and multifaceted evaluation. Keeping evaluation prompts constant could lead to AI performing better or worse on certain types of questions. Future research should increase the diversity and adaptation of prompts to more thoroughly test AI's evaluation capabilities.
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A comparative study of AI and teacher assessments in Higher Education is presented in this article. The study aims to examine the potential differences between the assessments of teachers and AI-based evaluation systems in university exams. The investigation has evaluated a broad spectrum of exams that include numerical and verbal exams, exams with different assessment styles (project, exam, traditional exam), and exams in both theoretical and practical courses. These exams were selected using a criteria sampling method and analyzed through Bland-Altman analysis and the coefficient of intraclass correlation (ICC) to evaluate the performance of AI and teacher assessments across a wide range. The results of the research indicate that while there is a high level of competency between AI-assessed exam totals and teacher assessments; there was a medium consistency in the assessment of exams based on visual, a low consistency in video exams, a high consistency in exam tests, and a low consistency in traditional exams. This research is crucial as it helps identify specific areas where AI can complement or need improvement in educational evaluation, guiding the development of more accurate and just evaluation tools.
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